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a comprehensive guide for parents enabling them to answer the many difficult questions that
young children ask it covers many of the subjects that children are curious about from sex
relationships and reproduction to religion and death kids ask the darndest things and here are
the answers all in one helpful book anyone who has ever been a kid raised a kid or spent any
time with kids knows that asking questions is a critical part of growing up kids have curious
minds and they come up with some very interesting questions but the truth is adults don t
always know the answers the handy answer book for kids and parents comes to the rescue written
with a child s imagination in mind this easy to understand book is a launching pad for curious
young minds and a life raft for parents at wits end it addresses nearly 800 queries with
enough depth and detail to both satisfy the curiosity of persistent young inquisitors and
provide parents with a secure sense of a job well done it ll equip every parent for those
difficult absurd or sometimes funny questions from their kids such as is there life on mars do
rivers ever dry up why are there wars is there such a thing as a funny bone why do dogs bark
why is the sky blue why do people have to grow old why do people speak different languages now
more than ever parents are told how important it is to talk meaningfully to their kids this is
the book that makes it happen a revised and expanded second edition the kids book of questions
with 634 000 copies in print makes it easy to ask hard questions and fun to answer them
questions to challenge questions to provoke questions to entertain and expand young minds
questions about right or wrong about fears and hopes ethics religious beliefs about why
parents act the way they do even about ruling the world updated to include questions on
subjects that have arisen since the book s original publication in 1988 from the internet to
issues like school violence and terrorism the book is a sure way to prod young people into
discovering who they really are and what they really believe there are inquiries into values
if you knew you wouldn t get caught would you cheat on a test by copying someone else s
answers intriguing fantasies if you could email any famous person and know they d read and
answer your note who would you write to and what would you say philosophical queries have you
had any personal experiences that lead you to believe in god provocative scenarios after being
given a truth pill what would you say if you were asked to describe your family kids and
parents will be amazed to find how far one little question will lead praise for the top 50
questions kids ask dr susan is highly gifted at helping parents and kids connect from the
heart this book honors our innate wisdom supports us in nurturing our kids emotional growth
and empowers us to be the parents we were meant to be renee peterson trudeau life balance
expert coach and author of the mother s guide to self renewal how to reclaim rejuvenate and re
balance your life the top 50 questions kids ask is an insightful guide on the issues and
concerns every parent and child faces it s a must read guide that both moms and dads should
keep at their bedside allison o connor founder and editor singlemindedwomen com finally a book
that answers all those questions we parents go in a cold sweat about dr susan tackles the
tough ones such as money shyness siblings and religion plus we get the psychology behind it
all to better understand our kids you ll find yourself using this book every day pam atherton
journalist and host of a closer look radio talk show dr susan bartell is the go to person for
all questions kids ask no one is better qualified or more in touch with this age group to lend
her expertise to a book that aids parents in improving communication with their ever curious
children renee raab whitcombe author of look who s going to be a big sister and look who s
going to be a big brother are we rich why do i have to go to school where do babies come from
if you re the parent of a four to eight year old there s no doubt you ve heard them already
and there are countless more to come questions they come in all types curious nagging touching
annoying and downright weird what they all have in common is that parents are often at a total
loss for how to answer them inside you ll find the concrete responses that will make sense to
kids stop the nagging reduce your frustration and begin healthy new conversations that will
enrich your child s view of the world you ll learn to talk confidently with your child about
the toughest of topics with advice and support from expert family psychologist dr susan
bartell responding to your child s questions can be a remarkable parenting opportunity if you
just know the right words to say the authors of 365 tv free activities you can do with your
child interviewed hundreds of young children to find out among other things the best way to
make friends the reason men go bald if the president of the u s should always tell the truth
and other heartwarming innocent perpsectives on life color illustrations key questions every
kid asks or as a parent questions you hope they ll ask these questions and answers will give
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parents the tools to understand their children and equip them to answer important queries from
their young ones the book will help to lessen the feeling of frustration or fear that they won
t know what to say at the right time it will also be a great read together devotional for
families provides answers to a variety of questions about the world around us including why do
cats have whiskers why do birds sing what are ufos and others key questions every kid asks or
as a parent questions you hope they ll ask these questions and answers will give parents the
tools to understand their children and equip them to answer important queries from their young
ones the book will help to lessen the feeling of frustration or fear that they won t know what
to say at the right time it will also be a great read together devotional for families
discover kids 1001 questions answers about absolutely everything is packed with tons of
interesting facts about everything kids ask the darnedest things if you ve ever tried to fend
for yourself in this alien world you know that a book like this is long overdue the handy
answer book for kids addresses nearly 800 queries that only a kid can think up it s easy to
understand and organized by simple topical chapters permitting kids and parents to help
themselves born in a moment of quiet desperation it easily handles the occasional solitary
stumper lobbed like a live grenade like how many stars are there it s more than a bunch what
did people use before toothbrushes were invented with handy kids love means never having to
say i don t know chapters include earth sky and beyond me myself and i my family and friends
being green about the plant world how things work home life and school days world tour animal
neighbors and others what can your child takeaway from a question and answer method of
learning this method is a means of evaluating knowledge while ensuring participation this q a
book focuses on science particularly on anatomy and nature how many of these questions can
your child answer immediately how many requires a bit more effort to uncover truths contains
answers to such questions as how big does an octopus grow what is the deepest lake in the
united states and what is a cinematographer div b the time for kids big book of questions
series is now bigger and better than ever with this latest addition b div div in a great new
oversized format i time for kids big book of answers i satisfies the most curious kids with
answers to the questions they commonly ask but adults can rarely answer questions like how
does popcorn pop where did the titanic sink and why are our eyes different colors are grouped
into easy to navigate categories such as animals humans history science and sports colorful
photos dynamic graphics and simple text help kids discover 1 001 amazing facts to impress
their parents teachers friends and anyone else who will listen div colourful encyclopedia for
kids with exciting 3d digital illustrations that bring key topics to life the perfect first
reference book that answers trivia questions for kids with exciting and colourful 3d digital
illustrations did you know encyclopedia brings key subjects such as science geography and
history to life through beautiful 3d images and a fun interactive question and answer format
making facts for kids fun and engaging did you know encyclopedia focuses on the subjects that
kids really want to know about and the questions that they ask helping them easily learn new
facts from space and earth to people and nature did you know encyclopedia is packed with
colourful 3d images to engage kids and help them understand the answer to their questions kids
can look inside a volcano or into a beaver s lodge with the amazing pictures which show more
than normal photographs ever could get your children learning with this amazing kids
encyclopedia packed with awe inspiring 3d images which answer puzzling trivia questions for
kids praise for the top 50 questions kids ask if you ve ever been stumped by a question your
child has asked you this book will help dr bartell identifies the hot button questions that
consistently come up and actually provides the best possible answers to those questions so
parents don t have to come up with them on their own on the spur of the moment elisa ast all
co founder iparenting media and executive editor disney mom family portfolio finally a book
that answers all those questions we parents go in a cold sweat about dr susan tackles the
tough ones such as money shyness siblings and religion plus we get the psychology behind it
all to better understand our kids you ll find yourself using this book every day pam atherton
journalist and host of a closer look radio talk show tremendous reassuring wisdom in an easy
to access format grace housholder editor great fort wayne indiana family magazine bill cosby
was correct kids do say the darndest things they also ask the darndest questions what a stroke
of brilliance to have captured these questions and then to provide parents with the best way
to respond to each dr susan bartell has once again found a way to offer sensible succinct and
straightforward advice in yet another amazing book sara dimerman psych assoc child and family
therapist author of character is the key and am i a normal parent why can t i stay home alone
can i get a cell phone who will take care of me if you die if you re the parent of a seven to
eleven year old there s no doubt you ve heard them already and there are countless more to
come questions they come in all types curious nagging touching annoying and downright weird
what they all have in common is that parents are often at a total loss for how to answer them
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inside you ll find the concrete responses that will make sense to kids stop the nagging reduce
your frustration and begin healthy new conversations that will enrich your child s view of the
world you ll learn to talk confidently with your child about the toughest of topics with
advice and support from expert family psychologist dr susan bartell responding to your child s
questions can be a remarkable parenting opportunity if you just know the right words to say
finally a book that answers all those questions we parents go in a cold sweat about dr susan
tackles the tough ones such as money shyness siblings and religion plus we get the psychology
behind it all to better understand our kids you ll find yourself using this book every day pam
atherton journalist and host of a closer look radio talk show kids have questions and the big
book of questions and answers has the answers packed with fascinating information and humorous
illustrations from how much the earth weighs to who invented the chocolate bar this
educational resource will keep children learning and laughing amazon com provides hundreds of
fascinating facts about the topics kids want to know about including the natural world outer
space music myths and mysteries the human body inventions famous names wonders of science and
much more answers questions about the bible why do i sneeze why don t cats like water why does
the moon stay in the sky when it comes to the facts every child wants to know why now with x
why z from time for kids young readers and their parents can discover the answers this book
satisfies the never ending curiosity of children ages 4 to 6 the easy to follow question and
answer format accompanied by colorful photos and illustrations delivers age appropriate
answers to so many questions that kids have mom how big is god dad why do people get old and
die kids have questions important questions and they expect their parents to have all the
answers but what do you do when your children come at you with those head scratchers that are
sometimes hard even for adults to understand bible answers for parents of curious kids is a
fantastic resource for moms and dads of 5 to 8 year olds this book includes 101 questions and
answers written for parents giving you the tools you need to engage your children in kid
friendly faith building conversations other questions and answers include how could jesus walk
on water why do we pray if god already knows everything does god have a mom and a dad what
will people do in heaven how did so many animals fit on noah s ark how could a fish be big
enough to swallow jonah why did god make germs every answer is backed up with scripture and
includes questions for further discussion making this little book perfect for families with
curious young minds specific questions and answers and useful things to say any questions we
ve got the answers right here in a book that will take parents off the hook with their
children time for kids big book of why answers the questions that kids commonly ask and adults
can rarely answer why do we have eyebrows what s a black hole and what happens if you fall
into one what s the fastest a human is capable of running why do wet fi ngers stick to metal
in the freezer where is the deepest point on earth divided by subject areaâ humans animals
environment nature technology and spaceâ and written in an upbeat manner each answer is
accompanied by either a photo or an illustration to show the reasons why of course time for
kids goes beyond answering the question by dipping into the science or history to further
explain the answer in an easy to follow straightforward manner this is a must have book to
satisfy the most curious of kids and provides a great way to encourage interest and knowledge
about a wide range of subjects as well as to stimulate reading kids will be desperate to share
what they ve learned with their parents teachers and friends and anyone else who will listen
this fun and friendly science book for kids poses 100 real life questions from kids to robert
winston on every aspect of science questions cover all the popular science topics including
human body why do freckles come in dots on your face physics could you jump off the world
earth why is the sky blue chemistry why are there bubbles in boiling water natural science do
dogs cry and space why will the sun explode these are real questions from children from around
the world and their questions are their very own robert winston was inspired to write this
book by the many questions posed by his grandchildren and by children from the schools he has
visited over the years the ebook includes some of these questions plus many more gathered from
countries all over the world including the uk ireland and mainland europe canada the usa india
china and japan the response to the survey that dk sent out was fantastic there were so many
great questions to choose from the questions were carefully selected to cover the main science
topics chemistry physics human body earth space and natural science they are fun engaging and
include some that most adults wouldn t dare ask includes weird and wacky questions and clear
and lively answers ask a scientist puts the fun back into science 201 questions to ask your
kids do you have trouble talking to your kids does a successful conversation with your child
consist of one word responses or abrupt physical acknowledgments does your son or daughter get
upset at the most innocent questions join the club unfortunately communicating well with kids
is something every parent desires but few achieve we love our children but talking to them in
a meaningful manner isn t always easy the questions in this book are designed to help no
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matter what age or sex your children no matter how many children you have no matter how good
or bad your current parent child relationship this simple game will get your family talking
more and when you re talking really talking about emotions and fears and attitudes you ll be
learning about each other as individuals and growing closer together as a group an
introduction for kids wouldn t it be fun to find out more about what your father or mother was
like when he or she was a kid or get to tell your parents which of their friends you think
looks dorkiest wouldn t conversation be more interesting if you and your family traded
unexpected questions and answers at dinner rather than just talked about what homework did or
didn t get done there are a lot of great things to talk about that no one ever brings up
because we usually think conversation is serious rather than a way of being playful of course
conversation should be about serious things some of the time some of the questions in this
book are about very serious topics but other times questions should be asked just to create
new ways to think about things look back on our lives or imagine what life would be like if we
could design in any way we wanted in fact i wrote this book because i think talking can be
terrific fun and even talking to your parents and brothers or sisters can be a kind of great
game everyone can get to know each other and laugh a lot and be amazed from time to time no
one wins or loses but there is an element of surprise in finding out personal information
about parents and sharing some of your ideas daydreams and opinions with them my idea is to
think of some of the world s most interesting questions that parents and kids could talk about
and give everyone the chance to pick the ones they d like to hear about each person picks a
question to ask and then answers a question when his or her turn comes around all you have to
do is choose from the list under 201 questions to ask your parents and ask any question you
want your parents can take as long or as short a time they want to answer any you can all
discuss the topic if you like but then they go into their section of the book and ask you
questions some of them might not be so interesting but others like asking you who is the
meanest kid you know might be cool to think about and share with them they ll learn a lot
about what you think are ways kids act nasty you can wiggle out of any two questions that don
t interest you or are embarrassing but no more than that it s good if a question makes you
squirm a little that means you either haven t thought about it before or you have but you
haven t wanted to deal with it but why not try out and answer pick a set length of time to
play for and my guess is you ll want to extend it these questions get addictive you can play
them at the dinner table or after dinner or on a car trip or anytime you feel like hearing
what your parents say about something so this is a book about how to have intesting and often
funny conversations with your family it s a way to avoid dead boring silences and fill the
time instead with questions and answers that everyone will enjoy thinking about i know that in
my family it is too easy for us to get stuck talking about praqctical things like who has to
be taken where the next day that isn t particularly fun it doesn t let me in on what my kides
are thinking and it doesn t help my two teenagers learn things that might help them understand
me a little better an ingenious book that speaks to both parents and their kids 201 questions
to ask your kids 201 questions to ask your parents is two books in one open it from one side
and it provides parents with 201 questions for their children intended to spark discussion
help reveal who their children really are and help children think about themselves and the
world in new and useful ways turn it over and there are 201 questions children can ask back to
their parents devised as an interactive game this is a book that can get any family talking
really talking about facts and fears and attitudes an ingenious book that speaks to both
parents and their kids 201 questions to ask your kids 201 questions to ask your parents is two
books in one open it from one side and it provides parents with 201 questions for their
children intended to spark discussion help reveal who their children really are and help
children think about themselves and the world in new and useful ways turn it over and there
are 201 questions children can ask back to their parents devised as an interactive game this
is a book that can get any family talking really talking about facts and fears and attitudes
this fun and friendly science book for kids poses 100 real life questions from kids to robert
winston on every aspect of science questions cover all the popular science topics including
human body why do freckles come in dots on your face physics could you jump off the world
earth why is the sky blue chemistry why are there bubbles in boiling water natural science do
dogs cry and space why will the sun explode these are real questions from children from around
the world and their questions are their very own robert winston was inspired to write this
book by the many questions posed by his grandchildren and by children from the schools he has
visited over the years the book includes some of these questions plus many more gathered from
countries all over the world including the uk ireland and mainland europe canada the usa india
china and japan the response to the survey that dk sent out was fantastic there were so many
great questions to choose from the questions were carefully selected to cover the main science
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topics chemistry physics human body earth space and natural science they are fun engaging and
include some that most adults wouldn t dare ask packed with weird and wacky questions and
clear and lively answers ask a scientist puts the fun back into science the story of creation
and adam and eve in the garden of eden are familiar bible stories but they also present a
wonderful opportunity to share important biblical truths with eagerly questioning minds
through answers that even the youngest believer can understand look inside to learn how did
god create everything from nothing why was the first person that god created a boy why did god
have adam name the animals the serpent talked to eve so why can t snakes talk today children
are never short of questions and now there are answers to some of their most difficult ones
regarding the bible and faith the new answers book for kids series is a unique collection from
ken ham and the creative team at answers in genesis these answers will help you to impart a
biblical worldview to elementary aged students in your church or homeschool this is the 1st
book of a 4 volume set the author of 100 promises to my baby explores 100 questions children
ask sometimes whimsical often mystical and shares some insights on how to foster a child s
imagination creativity and sense of self as a mom i realized early on that my children were
looking to me for answers mallika chopra writes even before they could speak they were asking
questions questions about how to interact with the world and it was my reaction to these
questions that began to shape their worldview their sense of security and trust embracing the
responsibilities of parenthood as a sacred trust mallika shares with other moms and dads her
own quest for answers to the questions her children posed as they sought to make sense of
their feelings and the world around them where did i come from will you get sick and die why
do i have to share do trees have feelings why doesn t anyone want to play with me what s a
bomb whether she is fielding simple queries like why do i have to say thank you or deeper ones
that require much soul searching about her own beliefs mallika chopra draws on history and
myth global wisdom and rich personal anecdotes to craft responses that expand children s sense
of wonder this beautifully designed book with inspirational reflections and stories
accompanying the 100 questions makes an irresistible gift for any mother of young children or
any person asking questions about our place and purpose in the universe a bestseller and kid
favorite why provides easy to understand explanations for nearly 100 questions submitted by
kids about the world around them from the 1 new york times bestselling world almanac comes an
engaging interactive book full of true or false questions that will keep readers guessing as
they turn every page true or false toenails grow at the same rate as fingernails mount everest
is the closest point on earth to the moon no piece of paper can be folded in half more than
seven times find out the answers to these true or false statements and more than 250 others
with the world almanac awesome true or false questions for smart kids alone or together kids
can make their best guesses of whether each statement is true or false and then turn the page
to find the answer and learn even more fun facts about each item with a uniquely interactive
format this book has smart readers engaged and eager at every step with essential facts on on
food history science pop culture and more kids can ask god anything find the answers and
deepen their faith with this unique daily devotional full of biblical answers about god the
bible and christian faith full color 5 1 2 x 7 1 2 why don t we feel the earth move why does
an ice cube float why can t you unscramble an egg why can t we live forever these are all
questions that a curious kid might ask in what s the big idea renowned juvenile science
educator vicki cobb answers these and other fascinating questions to help kids learn more
about the world through the wonders of science a big idea is one that has no simple or easy
answer and there are four big ideas in this book motion energy matter and life the motion of
nonliving objects rolling balls falling stones the moon and stars seems so ordinary and
familiar that most people take it for granted matter on the other hand comes in so many
different forms solids liquids gases metals nonmetals living material that it is hard to
imagine anything that all matter has in common energy is an idea that is in the news just
about every day yet most people couldn t tell you what the big idea of energy is and life what
life is seems mind boggling and infinitely complicated how do we bend our brains around it
scientists learn by asking questions and this book now in paperback is designed to make young
readers stop and think about each of the questions before reading what scientists have learned
that answers each question they ll be able to do simple things to see for themselves and they
will build their own scientific knowledge in the process by the time they ve finished this
book they ll get the big picture of what science is all about questions that are typically
asked about nature science and space are answered in this edition want to make learning fun
there are 1 700 questions in 7 categories animals history miscellaneous science and nature u s
geography u s presidents and world geography selected to be most appropriate for kids both in
terms of interest and educational value to make it quick and easy to test yourself or others
without initially seeing the answers each category is divided into short quizzes with 10
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questions followed by their answers please note this book has substantial overlap with really
interesting stuff for kids it is designed for people who prefer a quiz format this is book 6
of the what s the best trivia series look for other books in the series covering a variety of
trivia topics any caretaker of children will appreciate these concise thoughtful easy to
explain answers to some of the most important questions children will ever ask i robert
winston answers 100 big questions from kids across the world in this fun and unique science
book in this unique science book professor robert winston answers more than 100 real life
questions from children all around the world and who could be a better scientist to ask
questions to than professor robert winston ask a scientist puts the fun back into science in
this thrilling book for children aged 6 9 all the popular science topics are covered with
weird and wacky questions and clear and lively answers including biology why do freckles come
in dots on your face physics could you jump off the world earth why is the sky blue chemistry
why are there bubbles in boiling water natural science do dogs cry and space why will the sun
explode and make us extinct this exciting new edition includes eight pages of additional
questions relating to the recent hot topics in science including the covid 19 pandemic inside
the pages of this quirky science book you ll find every aspect of science including biology
space physics chemistry earth natural sciences the topic of science presented in a fresh
exciting way by tackling it from the child s perspective more than 100 real life questions
from children from all around the world about every aspect of science updated reissue of the
2019 edition with an additional eight new pages including coverage of important recent topics
such as the covid 19 pandemic the inspiration behind this unique science book came from the
many questions posed by robert winston s grandchildren and by children from the schools he has
visited over the years the book includes some of these questions plus many more gathered from
countries all over the world including the uk ireland and mainland europe canada the usa india
china and japan the 100 big questions featured inside the book cover all the main science
topics chemistry physics biology earth space and natural science fact filled fun filled as
interesting to parents as it is to kids the how come series is the trusted source for lively
clear answers to kids science queries now the best questions and answers from all three books
how come how come planet earth and how come in the neighborhood have been revised updated
freshly illustrated in full color supplemented with twenty completely new questions and
combined into one bigger better volume how come explains in fascinating detail more than 200
mysteries and phenomena in the world around us these are the questions that pique kids
curiosity and stump parents when it rains does running rather than walking to the nearest
shelter really keep you any drier how can a stone skip across a pond instead of sink if the
earth is spinning why can t we feel it why don t we fly off why do elephants have trunks and
the all time classic why is the sky blue sunlight has a hidden rainbow of colors and air
molecules scatter blues the most sending bright blue light down to earth the text is clearly
written engaging and accessible it s for every kid who wants to know and every grown up who
simply doesn t know most kids ask questions and often they aren t easy to answer these
colorful books are designed to not only give answers but also to provide scriptural links for
parents so they can reference the bible in this volume kids can read about why does satan hate
god do angels ever come down to earth what do the devil and demons look like if adam and eve
never sinned would things still be perfect



Questions Children Ask and How to Answer Them 1997-05 a comprehensive guide for parents
enabling them to answer the many difficult questions that young children ask it covers many of
the subjects that children are curious about from sex relationships and reproduction to
religion and death
The Handy Answer Book for Kids (and Parents) 2009-10-01 kids ask the darndest things and here
are the answers all in one helpful book anyone who has ever been a kid raised a kid or spent
any time with kids knows that asking questions is a critical part of growing up kids have
curious minds and they come up with some very interesting questions but the truth is adults
don t always know the answers the handy answer book for kids and parents comes to the rescue
written with a child s imagination in mind this easy to understand book is a launching pad for
curious young minds and a life raft for parents at wits end it addresses nearly 800 queries
with enough depth and detail to both satisfy the curiosity of persistent young inquisitors and
provide parents with a secure sense of a job well done it ll equip every parent for those
difficult absurd or sometimes funny questions from their kids such as is there life on mars do
rivers ever dry up why are there wars is there such a thing as a funny bone why do dogs bark
why is the sky blue why do people have to grow old why do people speak different languages
The Kids' Book of Questions 1988-01-09 now more than ever parents are told how important it is
to talk meaningfully to their kids this is the book that makes it happen a revised and
expanded second edition the kids book of questions with 634 000 copies in print makes it easy
to ask hard questions and fun to answer them questions to challenge questions to provoke
questions to entertain and expand young minds questions about right or wrong about fears and
hopes ethics religious beliefs about why parents act the way they do even about ruling the
world updated to include questions on subjects that have arisen since the book s original
publication in 1988 from the internet to issues like school violence and terrorism the book is
a sure way to prod young people into discovering who they really are and what they really
believe there are inquiries into values if you knew you wouldn t get caught would you cheat on
a test by copying someone else s answers intriguing fantasies if you could email any famous
person and know they d read and answer your note who would you write to and what would you say
philosophical queries have you had any personal experiences that lead you to believe in god
provocative scenarios after being given a truth pill what would you say if you were asked to
describe your family kids and parents will be amazed to find how far one little question will
lead
The Top 50 Questions Kids Ask 2010 praise for the top 50 questions kids ask dr susan is highly
gifted at helping parents and kids connect from the heart this book honors our innate wisdom
supports us in nurturing our kids emotional growth and empowers us to be the parents we were
meant to be renee peterson trudeau life balance expert coach and author of the mother s guide
to self renewal how to reclaim rejuvenate and re balance your life the top 50 questions kids
ask is an insightful guide on the issues and concerns every parent and child faces it s a must
read guide that both moms and dads should keep at their bedside allison o connor founder and
editor singlemindedwomen com finally a book that answers all those questions we parents go in
a cold sweat about dr susan tackles the tough ones such as money shyness siblings and religion
plus we get the psychology behind it all to better understand our kids you ll find yourself
using this book every day pam atherton journalist and host of a closer look radio talk show dr
susan bartell is the go to person for all questions kids ask no one is better qualified or
more in touch with this age group to lend her expertise to a book that aids parents in
improving communication with their ever curious children renee raab whitcombe author of look
who s going to be a big sister and look who s going to be a big brother are we rich why do i
have to go to school where do babies come from if you re the parent of a four to eight year
old there s no doubt you ve heard them already and there are countless more to come questions
they come in all types curious nagging touching annoying and downright weird what they all
have in common is that parents are often at a total loss for how to answer them inside you ll
find the concrete responses that will make sense to kids stop the nagging reduce your
frustration and begin healthy new conversations that will enrich your child s view of the
world you ll learn to talk confidently with your child about the toughest of topics with
advice and support from expert family psychologist dr susan bartell responding to your child s
questions can be a remarkable parenting opportunity if you just know the right words to say
Kids' Answers to Life's Big Questions 1992 the authors of 365 tv free activities you can do
with your child interviewed hundreds of young children to find out among other things the best
way to make friends the reason men go bald if the president of the u s should always tell the
truth and other heartwarming innocent perpsectives on life color illustrations
100 Questions Kids Ask with answers from God's Word 2013-01-01 key questions every kid asks or
as a parent questions you hope they ll ask these questions and answers will give parents the



tools to understand their children and equip them to answer important queries from their young
ones the book will help to lessen the feeling of frustration or fear that they won t know what
to say at the right time it will also be a great read together devotional for families
The Kids' Question & Answer Book 1987 provides answers to a variety of questions about the
world around us including why do cats have whiskers why do birds sing what are ufos and others
100 Questions Kids Ask 2013-01-03 key questions every kid asks or as a parent questions you
hope they ll ask these questions and answers will give parents the tools to understand their
children and equip them to answer important queries from their young ones the book will help
to lessen the feeling of frustration or fear that they won t know what to say at the right
time it will also be a great read together devotional for families
Discover Kids 2016-12-20 discover kids 1001 questions answers about absolutely everything is
packed with tons of interesting facts about everything
The Handy Answer Book for Kids (and Parents) 2001-08 kids ask the darnedest things if you ve
ever tried to fend for yourself in this alien world you know that a book like this is long
overdue the handy answer book for kids addresses nearly 800 queries that only a kid can think
up it s easy to understand and organized by simple topical chapters permitting kids and
parents to help themselves born in a moment of quiet desperation it easily handles the
occasional solitary stumper lobbed like a live grenade like how many stars are there it s more
than a bunch what did people use before toothbrushes were invented with handy kids love means
never having to say i don t know chapters include earth sky and beyond me myself and i my
family and friends being green about the plant world how things work home life and school days
world tour animal neighbors and others
Science for Kids Second Edition | Anatomy and Nature Quiz Book for Kids | Children's Questions
& Answer Game Books 2017-12-01 what can your child takeaway from a question and answer method
of learning this method is a means of evaluating knowledge while ensuring participation this q
a book focuses on science particularly on anatomy and nature how many of these questions can
your child answer immediately how many requires a bit more effort to uncover truths
1001 Questions and Answers for Kids 2005-01 contains answers to such questions as how big does
an octopus grow what is the deepest lake in the united states and what is a cinematographer
Big Book of Answers 2015-10-06 div b the time for kids big book of questions series is now
bigger and better than ever with this latest addition b div div in a great new oversized
format i time for kids big book of answers i satisfies the most curious kids with answers to
the questions they commonly ask but adults can rarely answer questions like how does popcorn
pop where did the titanic sink and why are our eyes different colors are grouped into easy to
navigate categories such as animals humans history science and sports colorful photos dynamic
graphics and simple text help kids discover 1 001 amazing facts to impress their parents
teachers friends and anyone else who will listen div
Why? Encyclopedia 2014 colourful encyclopedia for kids with exciting 3d digital illustrations
that bring key topics to life the perfect first reference book that answers trivia questions
for kids with exciting and colourful 3d digital illustrations did you know encyclopedia brings
key subjects such as science geography and history to life through beautiful 3d images and a
fun interactive question and answer format making facts for kids fun and engaging did you know
encyclopedia focuses on the subjects that kids really want to know about and the questions
that they ask helping them easily learn new facts from space and earth to people and nature
did you know encyclopedia is packed with colourful 3d images to engage kids and help them
understand the answer to their questions kids can look inside a volcano or into a beaver s
lodge with the amazing pictures which show more than normal photographs ever could get your
children learning with this amazing kids encyclopedia packed with awe inspiring 3d images
which answer puzzling trivia questions for kids
The Top 50 Questions Kids Ask (3rd through 5th Grade) 2010-03-01 praise for the top 50
questions kids ask if you ve ever been stumped by a question your child has asked you this
book will help dr bartell identifies the hot button questions that consistently come up and
actually provides the best possible answers to those questions so parents don t have to come
up with them on their own on the spur of the moment elisa ast all co founder iparenting media
and executive editor disney mom family portfolio finally a book that answers all those
questions we parents go in a cold sweat about dr susan tackles the tough ones such as money
shyness siblings and religion plus we get the psychology behind it all to better understand
our kids you ll find yourself using this book every day pam atherton journalist and host of a
closer look radio talk show tremendous reassuring wisdom in an easy to access format grace
housholder editor great fort wayne indiana family magazine bill cosby was correct kids do say
the darndest things they also ask the darndest questions what a stroke of brilliance to have
captured these questions and then to provide parents with the best way to respond to each dr



susan bartell has once again found a way to offer sensible succinct and straightforward advice
in yet another amazing book sara dimerman psych assoc child and family therapist author of
character is the key and am i a normal parent why can t i stay home alone can i get a cell
phone who will take care of me if you die if you re the parent of a seven to eleven year old
there s no doubt you ve heard them already and there are countless more to come questions they
come in all types curious nagging touching annoying and downright weird what they all have in
common is that parents are often at a total loss for how to answer them inside you ll find the
concrete responses that will make sense to kids stop the nagging reduce your frustration and
begin healthy new conversations that will enrich your child s view of the world you ll learn
to talk confidently with your child about the toughest of topics with advice and support from
expert family psychologist dr susan bartell responding to your child s questions can be a
remarkable parenting opportunity if you just know the right words to say finally a book that
answers all those questions we parents go in a cold sweat about dr susan tackles the tough
ones such as money shyness siblings and religion plus we get the psychology behind it all to
better understand our kids you ll find yourself using this book every day pam atherton
journalist and host of a closer look radio talk show
Children's Book of Questions and Answers 1974 kids have questions and the big book of
questions and answers has the answers packed with fascinating information and humorous
illustrations from how much the earth weighs to who invented the chocolate bar this
educational resource will keep children learning and laughing amazon com
The Big Book of Questions & Answers 2006 provides hundreds of fascinating facts about the
topics kids want to know about including the natural world outer space music myths and
mysteries the human body inventions famous names wonders of science and much more
The kids' fun-filled question & answer book 1998 answers questions about the bible
801 Questions Kids Ask about God 2000 why do i sneeze why don t cats like water why does the
moon stay in the sky when it comes to the facts every child wants to know why now with x why z
from time for kids young readers and their parents can discover the answers this book
satisfies the never ending curiosity of children ages 4 to 6 the easy to follow question and
answer format accompanied by colorful photos and illustrations delivers age appropriate
answers to so many questions that kids have
Time for Kids X-why-z;kids Ask. We Answer 2013 mom how big is god dad why do people get old
and die kids have questions important questions and they expect their parents to have all the
answers but what do you do when your children come at you with those head scratchers that are
sometimes hard even for adults to understand bible answers for parents of curious kids is a
fantastic resource for moms and dads of 5 to 8 year olds this book includes 101 questions and
answers written for parents giving you the tools you need to engage your children in kid
friendly faith building conversations other questions and answers include how could jesus walk
on water why do we pray if god already knows everything does god have a mom and a dad what
will people do in heaven how did so many animals fit on noah s ark how could a fish be big
enough to swallow jonah why did god make germs every answer is backed up with scripture and
includes questions for further discussion making this little book perfect for families with
curious young minds
Bible Answers for Parents of Curious Kids 2018 specific questions and answers and useful
things to say
How to Talk to Your Kids about Really Important Things 1994 any questions we ve got the
answers right here in a book that will take parents off the hook with their children time for
kids big book of why answers the questions that kids commonly ask and adults can rarely answer
why do we have eyebrows what s a black hole and what happens if you fall into one what s the
fastest a human is capable of running why do wet fi ngers stick to metal in the freezer where
is the deepest point on earth divided by subject areaâ humans animals environment nature
technology and spaceâ and written in an upbeat manner each answer is accompanied by either a
photo or an illustration to show the reasons why of course time for kids goes beyond answering
the question by dipping into the science or history to further explain the answer in an easy
to follow straightforward manner this is a must have book to satisfy the most curious of kids
and provides a great way to encourage interest and knowledge about a wide range of subjects as
well as to stimulate reading kids will be desperate to share what they ve learned with their
parents teachers and friends and anyone else who will listen
Big Book of why 2010 this fun and friendly science book for kids poses 100 real life questions
from kids to robert winston on every aspect of science questions cover all the popular science
topics including human body why do freckles come in dots on your face physics could you jump
off the world earth why is the sky blue chemistry why are there bubbles in boiling water
natural science do dogs cry and space why will the sun explode these are real questions from



children from around the world and their questions are their very own robert winston was
inspired to write this book by the many questions posed by his grandchildren and by children
from the schools he has visited over the years the ebook includes some of these questions plus
many more gathered from countries all over the world including the uk ireland and mainland
europe canada the usa india china and japan the response to the survey that dk sent out was
fantastic there were so many great questions to choose from the questions were carefully
selected to cover the main science topics chemistry physics human body earth space and natural
science they are fun engaging and include some that most adults wouldn t dare ask includes
weird and wacky questions and clear and lively answers ask a scientist puts the fun back into
science
Ask A Scientist 2019-06-06 201 questions to ask your kids do you have trouble talking to your
kids does a successful conversation with your child consist of one word responses or abrupt
physical acknowledgments does your son or daughter get upset at the most innocent questions
join the club unfortunately communicating well with kids is something every parent desires but
few achieve we love our children but talking to them in a meaningful manner isn t always easy
the questions in this book are designed to help no matter what age or sex your children no
matter how many children you have no matter how good or bad your current parent child
relationship this simple game will get your family talking more and when you re talking really
talking about emotions and fears and attitudes you ll be learning about each other as
individuals and growing closer together as a group an introduction for kids wouldn t it be fun
to find out more about what your father or mother was like when he or she was a kid or get to
tell your parents which of their friends you think looks dorkiest wouldn t conversation be
more interesting if you and your family traded unexpected questions and answers at dinner
rather than just talked about what homework did or didn t get done there are a lot of great
things to talk about that no one ever brings up because we usually think conversation is
serious rather than a way of being playful of course conversation should be about serious
things some of the time some of the questions in this book are about very serious topics but
other times questions should be asked just to create new ways to think about things look back
on our lives or imagine what life would be like if we could design in any way we wanted in
fact i wrote this book because i think talking can be terrific fun and even talking to your
parents and brothers or sisters can be a kind of great game everyone can get to know each
other and laugh a lot and be amazed from time to time no one wins or loses but there is an
element of surprise in finding out personal information about parents and sharing some of your
ideas daydreams and opinions with them my idea is to think of some of the world s most
interesting questions that parents and kids could talk about and give everyone the chance to
pick the ones they d like to hear about each person picks a question to ask and then answers a
question when his or her turn comes around all you have to do is choose from the list under
201 questions to ask your parents and ask any question you want your parents can take as long
or as short a time they want to answer any you can all discuss the topic if you like but then
they go into their section of the book and ask you questions some of them might not be so
interesting but others like asking you who is the meanest kid you know might be cool to think
about and share with them they ll learn a lot about what you think are ways kids act nasty you
can wiggle out of any two questions that don t interest you or are embarrassing but no more
than that it s good if a question makes you squirm a little that means you either haven t
thought about it before or you have but you haven t wanted to deal with it but why not try out
and answer pick a set length of time to play for and my guess is you ll want to extend it
these questions get addictive you can play them at the dinner table or after dinner or on a
car trip or anytime you feel like hearing what your parents say about something so this is a
book about how to have intesting and often funny conversations with your family it s a way to
avoid dead boring silences and fill the time instead with questions and answers that everyone
will enjoy thinking about i know that in my family it is too easy for us to get stuck talking
about praqctical things like who has to be taken where the next day that isn t particularly
fun it doesn t let me in on what my kides are thinking and it doesn t help my two teenagers
learn things that might help them understand me a little better an ingenious book that speaks
to both parents and their kids 201 questions to ask your kids 201 questions to ask your
parents is two books in one open it from one side and it provides parents with 201 questions
for their children intended to spark discussion help reveal who their children really are and
help children think about themselves and the world in new and useful ways turn it over and
there are 201 questions children can ask back to their parents devised as an interactive game
this is a book that can get any family talking really talking about facts and fears and
attitudes an ingenious book that speaks to both parents and their kids 201 questions to ask
your kids 201 questions to ask your parents is two books in one open it from one side and it



provides parents with 201 questions for their children intended to spark discussion help
reveal who their children really are and help children think about themselves and the world in
new and useful ways turn it over and there are 201 questions children can ask back to their
parents devised as an interactive game this is a book that can get any family talking really
talking about facts and fears and attitudes
201 Questions to Ask Your Kids 2000-02-08 this fun and friendly science book for kids poses
100 real life questions from kids to robert winston on every aspect of science questions cover
all the popular science topics including human body why do freckles come in dots on your face
physics could you jump off the world earth why is the sky blue chemistry why are there bubbles
in boiling water natural science do dogs cry and space why will the sun explode these are real
questions from children from around the world and their questions are their very own robert
winston was inspired to write this book by the many questions posed by his grandchildren and
by children from the schools he has visited over the years the book includes some of these
questions plus many more gathered from countries all over the world including the uk ireland
and mainland europe canada the usa india china and japan the response to the survey that dk
sent out was fantastic there were so many great questions to choose from the questions were
carefully selected to cover the main science topics chemistry physics human body earth space
and natural science they are fun engaging and include some that most adults wouldn t dare ask
packed with weird and wacky questions and clear and lively answers ask a scientist puts the
fun back into science
Ask a Scientist 2019-06-04 the story of creation and adam and eve in the garden of eden are
familiar bible stories but they also present a wonderful opportunity to share important
biblical truths with eagerly questioning minds through answers that even the youngest believer
can understand look inside to learn how did god create everything from nothing why was the
first person that god created a boy why did god have adam name the animals the serpent talked
to eve so why can t snakes talk today children are never short of questions and now there are
answers to some of their most difficult ones regarding the bible and faith the new answers
book for kids series is a unique collection from ken ham and the creative team at answers in
genesis these answers will help you to impart a biblical worldview to elementary aged students
in your church or homeschool this is the 1st book of a 4 volume set
The Children's Book of Questions & Answers 1984 the author of 100 promises to my baby explores
100 questions children ask sometimes whimsical often mystical and shares some insights on how
to foster a child s imagination creativity and sense of self as a mom i realized early on that
my children were looking to me for answers mallika chopra writes even before they could speak
they were asking questions questions about how to interact with the world and it was my
reaction to these questions that began to shape their worldview their sense of security and
trust embracing the responsibilities of parenthood as a sacred trust mallika shares with other
moms and dads her own quest for answers to the questions her children posed as they sought to
make sense of their feelings and the world around them where did i come from will you get sick
and die why do i have to share do trees have feelings why doesn t anyone want to play with me
what s a bomb whether she is fielding simple queries like why do i have to say thank you or
deeper ones that require much soul searching about her own beliefs mallika chopra draws on
history and myth global wisdom and rich personal anecdotes to craft responses that expand
children s sense of wonder this beautifully designed book with inspirational reflections and
stories accompanying the 100 questions makes an irresistible gift for any mother of young
children or any person asking questions about our place and purpose in the universe
Questions Children Ask & how to Answer Them 2001 a bestseller and kid favorite why provides
easy to understand explanations for nearly 100 questions submitted by kids about the world
around them
The Answers Book for Kids Volume 1 2008-07-01 from the 1 new york times bestselling world
almanac comes an engaging interactive book full of true or false questions that will keep
readers guessing as they turn every page true or false toenails grow at the same rate as
fingernails mount everest is the closest point on earth to the moon no piece of paper can be
folded in half more than seven times find out the answers to these true or false statements
and more than 250 others with the world almanac awesome true or false questions for smart kids
alone or together kids can make their best guesses of whether each statement is true or false
and then turn the page to find the answer and learn even more fun facts about each item with a
uniquely interactive format this book has smart readers engaged and eager at every step with
essential facts on on food history science pop culture and more
100 Questions From My Child 2007-04-17 kids can ask god anything find the answers and deepen
their faith with this unique daily devotional full of biblical answers about god the bible and
christian faith full color 5 1 2 x 7 1 2



Why? 2018-04-15 why don t we feel the earth move why does an ice cube float why can t you
unscramble an egg why can t we live forever these are all questions that a curious kid might
ask in what s the big idea renowned juvenile science educator vicki cobb answers these and
other fascinating questions to help kids learn more about the world through the wonders of
science a big idea is one that has no simple or easy answer and there are four big ideas in
this book motion energy matter and life the motion of nonliving objects rolling balls falling
stones the moon and stars seems so ordinary and familiar that most people take it for granted
matter on the other hand comes in so many different forms solids liquids gases metals
nonmetals living material that it is hard to imagine anything that all matter has in common
energy is an idea that is in the news just about every day yet most people couldn t tell you
what the big idea of energy is and life what life is seems mind boggling and infinitely
complicated how do we bend our brains around it scientists learn by asking questions and this
book now in paperback is designed to make young readers stop and think about each of the
questions before reading what scientists have learned that answers each question they ll be
able to do simple things to see for themselves and they will build their own scientific
knowledge in the process by the time they ve finished this book they ll get the big picture of
what science is all about
The World Almanac Awesome True-or-False Questions for Smart Kids 2021-10-19 questions that are
typically asked about nature science and space are answered in this edition
Dear God, I Have a Question 2020-06-16 want to make learning fun there are 1 700 questions in
7 categories animals history miscellaneous science and nature u s geography u s presidents and
world geography selected to be most appropriate for kids both in terms of interest and
educational value to make it quick and easy to test yourself or others without initially
seeing the answers each category is divided into short quizzes with 10 questions followed by
their answers please note this book has substantial overlap with really interesting stuff for
kids it is designed for people who prefer a quiz format this is book 6 of the what s the best
trivia series look for other books in the series covering a variety of trivia topics
What's the BIG Idea? 2013-09-01 any caretaker of children will appreciate these concise
thoughtful easy to explain answers to some of the most important questions children will ever
ask i
The Kids' Book of Questions and Answers 1998 robert winston answers 100 big questions from
kids across the world in this fun and unique science book in this unique science book
professor robert winston answers more than 100 real life questions from children all around
the world and who could be a better scientist to ask questions to than professor robert
winston ask a scientist puts the fun back into science in this thrilling book for children
aged 6 9 all the popular science topics are covered with weird and wacky questions and clear
and lively answers including biology why do freckles come in dots on your face physics could
you jump off the world earth why is the sky blue chemistry why are there bubbles in boiling
water natural science do dogs cry and space why will the sun explode and make us extinct this
exciting new edition includes eight pages of additional questions relating to the recent hot
topics in science including the covid 19 pandemic inside the pages of this quirky science book
you ll find every aspect of science including biology space physics chemistry earth natural
sciences the topic of science presented in a fresh exciting way by tackling it from the child
s perspective more than 100 real life questions from children from all around the world about
every aspect of science updated reissue of the 2019 edition with an additional eight new pages
including coverage of important recent topics such as the covid 19 pandemic the inspiration
behind this unique science book came from the many questions posed by robert winston s
grandchildren and by children from the schools he has visited over the years the book includes
some of these questions plus many more gathered from countries all over the world including
the uk ireland and mainland europe canada the usa india china and japan the 100 big questions
featured inside the book cover all the main science topics chemistry physics biology earth
space and natural science
What's the Best Kids Trivia Book? 2019-07-08 fact filled fun filled as interesting to parents
as it is to kids the how come series is the trusted source for lively clear answers to kids
science queries now the best questions and answers from all three books how come how come
planet earth and how come in the neighborhood have been revised updated freshly illustrated in
full color supplemented with twenty completely new questions and combined into one bigger
better volume how come explains in fascinating detail more than 200 mysteries and phenomena in
the world around us these are the questions that pique kids curiosity and stump parents when
it rains does running rather than walking to the nearest shelter really keep you any drier how
can a stone skip across a pond instead of sink if the earth is spinning why can t we feel it
why don t we fly off why do elephants have trunks and the all time classic why is the sky blue



sunlight has a hidden rainbow of colors and air molecules scatter blues the most sending
bright blue light down to earth the text is clearly written engaging and accessible it s for
every kid who wants to know and every grown up who simply doesn t know
101 Questions Children Ask about God 1992 most kids ask questions and often they aren t easy
to answer these colorful books are designed to not only give answers but also to provide
scriptural links for parents so they can reference the bible in this volume kids can read
about why does satan hate god do angels ever come down to earth what do the devil and demons
look like if adam and eve never sinned would things still be perfect
Ask A Scientist (New Edition) 2023-04-06
How Come? 2015-01-13
The Answers Book for Kids Volume 8 2017-12-08
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